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OPERATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF TUBE BENDS MADE USING LOCAL INDUCTION HEATING
OF THE L360NE (X52) STEEL

The paper presents the evaluation of utility properties of a tube bend produced by bending process using local induction
heating technique. Optimal process parameters were defined on the basis of numerical simulations. Mechanical testing procedures
for the tube bend were carried out after normalising annealing. Heat treatment parameters have been chosen in compliance with
the relevant standard. Geometrical measurements of the bend manufactured under industrial conditions indicate high accuracy of
numerical simulations. Geometry and mechanical properties of the produced bend were consistent with the requirements of the
applicable standards.
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1. Introduction
Tube bends are used in construction of almost all pipelines.
The development of bending processes has led to application of
induction heating to heat the parts of the tube [1÷5]. When using
this technique, called local induction heating, a narrow strip on
the circumference of the tube (30÷50 mm) is heated when tube
passes the induction heater during bending. Local induction
heating enables the possibility of bending large diameter tubes
(from 300 to 1600 mm) with relatively low values of bending
radii. Using this technique during tube forming prevents fracturing, wall folding and deformations of cross section (Fig. 1).

not been fully mastered and some aspects of it still lack complete
explanation. Performance characteristics of tube bends depends
on their geometry and mechanical properties [7,8]. While the
geometry of the bend is shaped during bending with given process parameters (temperature, cooling rate etc.), the mechanical
properties depend mainly on the parameters of heat treatment.
Strength of tube bands should be as similar as possible to the
strength of straight tube sections and geometric parameters of
the tube (wall thickness and ovalisation) needs to conform with
the standard [7].

2. Tube bending under industrial
conditions

Fig. 1. Incorrectly developed bends in the case of the bending being
conducted with inappropriately chosen process parameters [6]

Bending with local induction heating was first used in the
1980s, and so it is a relatively new technology. Therefore it has

To obtain the optimal geometric of the bend (mainly a desired wall thickness in the tension-compression zone and a cross
section ovalisation) relevant parameters of the bending process
were chosen based on the results of numerical modelling [9,10].
In addition a heat treatment procedure was designed to ensure
that the mechanical properties of the bend will comply with the
standard [8,10].
Finite element method (FEM) numerical simulations were
carried out using the Simufact Forming software packet. The
model involved bending of tube made of L360NE (X52) steel
about chemical composition: C-0,18; Mn-1,18; Si-0,19; P-0,005;
Cu-0,04; Ni-0,03; Cr-0,19; Mo-0,008; V-0,033; Al-0,028.
The tube diameter was 323.9 mm with the wall thickness
of 8 mm and bending radius R = 972 mm. The deformability
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of the used steel was assessed on the basis of plastometric hot
compression tests (Fig. 2) carried out using the Gleeble 3800
simulator [11÷13].

TABLE 1
Comparison of bending parameters for tubes made of the L360NE
(X52) steel for selected variants of numerical simulations

Tube bend
geometry

R = 972 mm
Dz = 323.9 mm
g = 8 mm

Fig. 2. Characteristics of deformability of steel grade L360NE (X52)
on deformation rate of 0.1 s–1

Tube bending
Model- temperature, °C
ling
ComTenvariant pressed sioned
zone
zone

I

820

850

30

II

840

920

55

a)

Cooling
method

Water
spraying

An analysis of the results obtained from the calculations
implied that, irrespective of the simulation variant, one could
observe inhomogeneous intensity of plastic strain of the tube
bend being formed – higher in the compressed zone and lower
in the tensioned zone (Tab. 1). In the numerical calculations
performed in accordance with the Cockcroft-Latham fracture
criterion, the option of fractures occurring in the course of tube
bending [13,14] was analysed by following dependence (1).
M

These characteristics showed that the flow stress values in
given temperature are close to stable during deformation of the
material in the temperature range from 400°C to 1000°C. The
deformability characteristics of L360NE (X52) steel were used
as material model in the numerical simulation of the bending
process. During the calculations heating temperature value
ranged from 800°C to 950°C and the tube pusher velocity was
altered in the range between 30 mm/min and 55 mm/min. The
model also included different cooling conditions of the tube
bend after the bending zone: passive air cooling, cooling with
forced air flow and water spray cooling (Tab. 1). Minimum cross
section ovalisation value and the wall thickness in the tensioncompression zone in compliance with the standard [9] were used
as the optimisation criteria.

Rate of
travel,
mm/min

V

³ V1i dM t C gr

(1)

0

where: σ1 – the highest principal stress, σi – intensity of stress,
φ – strain, Cgr – material constant established by experimental
methods and considered as a required criterion
The aforementioned calculations evidenced that (Fig. 3),
for the tube bending parameters assumed, the integral reached
the value of ca. 0.2. The foregoing means that there is no hazard of the tube bend fracturing while bending, since the critical
value of parameter C3 on which the tube bend integrity may be
compromised is 0.7÷1.0.
The geometric features of a tube bend being formed,
established by application of FEM, depending on the bending
variant assumed, have been compared in Table 2. The geometric

b)

Fig. 3. Distribution of the Cockcroft-Latham fracture criterion (Fig. a) and deformation intensity values (Fig. b) on a tube bend cross section, as
determined for bending variant I
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features were measured in five cross sections, perpendicularly
to the bending axis (Fig. 4).
Regardless of the calculation variant, one could find the
wall thickness to increase by a similar value in the compressed
zone of the bend and to decrease in the zone subject to tension.
What the simulations also revealed was a considerable impact
of the bending parameters on the bend cross section ovalisation. A bend formed on the parameters corresponding to variant I showed ovalisation of e = 6.5%, i.e. lower than the value
of ek = 6.67% considered as a criterion in the applicable standard,
which had been assumed as a threshold for industrial applications. On the other hand, bending simulation variant II displayed
the bend ovalisation being higher than the permissible value.
The optimal bending process parameters obtained using
numerical simulation were as follows: modelling variant I –
heating temperature of 820/850°C and tube pusher velocity of
30 mm / min. Additionally the water spray method was chosen
to cool the tube after the heating zone (Tab. 1).

TABLE 2
Bend geometric features established by FEM for selected
modelling variants
Mean tube
Mean wall thickness,
cross section
mm
Modelling
diameter, mm
variant
Compres- Tensioned
Db
Da
sed zone
zone

I
II
Standard
requirements [6]

Cross section
ovalisation, %

e

2 Da  Db
Da  Db

9.4
9.2

7.5
7.4

309.4
303.6

330.2
338.5

6.5
10.9

7.2

6.4

—

—

6.67

Bending process parameters determined by numerical
simulation were used to manufacture the experimental tube bend
using a bender depicted schematically in Fig. 5. Measurements of
geometric features of the bend were compared to values obtained
during simulation (Tab. 3).

Fig. 4. Change of the tube cross section geometry in the bending zone determined by FEM

Fig. 5. Diagram of a tube bender with induction heating: 1 –Tube pusher, 2 – Clamping piece, 3 – Guiding rollers, 4 – Inductor, 5 – Tube being
bent, 6 – Mechanism for the tube end clamping, 7 – Forming arm, P – pushing force
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TABLE 3
Comparison of calculated, measured and required geometry
of the tested tube bend

Promotion
method

Tube wall
Tube diameter, Cross section
thickness, mm
mm
ovalisation, %
Com2 Da  Db
Tension
e
pression
Db
Da
Da  Db
zone gz
zone gw

FEM
9.4
7.5
309.4
simulation
Industrial
11.3
7.7
320.0
trial
Standard requirements min. 7.2 min. 6.4
—
[9]

330.2

6.5

332.1

3.7

—

max. 6.7

The comparison indicate high accuracy of numerical simulation. Geometry of the manufactured bend was in compliance

with the standard [9]. The bend was subjected to heat treatment
in the form of normalising annealing with parameters as follows:
920°C/10 min with passive air cooling.

3. Material testing
Results of the static tension, hardness and impact tests
were used to assess the mechanical properties of both, the tube
and the manufactured experimental bend. Samples for testing
purposes were taken from the tube in as-delivered state and
from selected zones of the manufactured bend corresponding
to tension and compression zones. The test specimens were cut
out in accordance with the circumferential direction of the arc.
The microstructure of the samples (Tab. 4) was analysed using
optical microscope (OM), scanning electron microscope (SEM).
Results of all tests have been presented in Tab. 5.
TABLE 4

Comparison of microstructures of the as-delivered tube and the bend made of the L360NE (X52) steel after normalisation heat treatment
Points of sampling for material testing

bend, compression zone

bend, tension zone

as-delivered tube

OM

SEM
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An analysis of the results obtained implies a drop in strength
UTS(Rm) by ca. 10% and in the value of parameter YS(Rt0.5)
by ca. 30% for the tube bend material as compared with the
as-delivered tube. Values of plastic properties of the tube bend
material (A), on the other hand, increased compared to the asdelivered tube by ca. 30-50%. What could also be found was
a drop in the tube HV10 hardness (by ca. 10%) on practically
unaltered impact energy KV.
Optical microscopy analysis has revealed the banded,
ferritic-pearlitic structure in the as-delivered tube and the samples
of the manufactured bend as well.
The observed there grain was finer and the distance between
the pearlite and feritte bands was lower in the as-delivered
samples than in ones from the tension, compression zones of
the tube bend.
It is likely these features cause the mechanical properties
significantly differ (Table 5). Material of the manufactured tube
bend has lower strength YS(Rt 0,5) and higher plastic (A) properties in comparison with as-delivered tube material.

should be considered: modification of normalising annealing
parameters (time and temperature) or replacing the normalising annealing with stress relief annealing aimed at eliminating
the residual stresses emerging in the course of tube bending.
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